THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL LE PRIVE EST POLITIQUE

this document is crafted & distributed on the unceded, occupied territory of the Coast Salish people, specifically Musqueam, Squamish, & Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

this is a local, colony-wide, & global CALL TO ACTION to address oppressive forces which directly affect our lives. we must combat, resist, and transform all forms of oppression in personal, organizational, & institutional levels of human society, at home and abroad.

CALL TO ACTION: STOP TERFS & SWERFS

TERF = trans exclusionary radical feminism or feminist SWERF = sex worker exclusionary radical feminism

for far too long, TERFs/SWERFs hijack feminist movements to spread hate and oppression within. this is a call for the community to take a more active role in challenging and eradicating oppressive narratives within the fight for gender liberation and beyond. it is imperative to not perpetuate & endorse stigma, hatred, violence, & hostility towards trans people, trans women (in particular), & sex workers within ALL movements.

their efforts have subjected people in our own community to emotional, physical, & psychological abuse and we have failed in protecting those most susceptible to violence & displacement. WE CAN & MUST DO BETTER.

we firmly uphold that the most sustainable pathways for justice involve acknowledging, embracing, & unpacking the complexities of ALL our struggles. we challenge all those in the collective fight for social justice to find creative & meaningful ways to weave anti-oppression & intersectionality into our existing work in all aspects of our lives.

this means naming: colonialism, imperialism, capitalism, white supremacy, cis hetero patriarchy, ableism, ageism, anti-blackness, classism, sexism, sizeism, & more...

https://theantioppressionnetwork.wordpress.com
@theaonetwork / theantioppressionnetwork@gmail.com

Feminism is worthless without intersectionality and inclusion.

We All Can Do It!
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